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Preface 
 
Here in this book you find new varieties of manchurians. You might 
have tried making the normal gobi manchurians or babycorn 
manchurians. But would not even have imagined to make so vividly 
unusal reciepies of machuries that this book gives you. Try exploring 
more getting insipired by the recipies shared by me in this book. 
Though the sauce remains the same but the recipie’s gets a turn over 
when the basic core ingredients take a choice of what you want to 
prefere to hog upon. 
 
The basic ingredients are readily available in the super markets or you 
may choose to make them all by your own. But its a tedious job. So 
buying in the market is the best option. 
 
Bon appitte !!! 
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Each and everytime when mama comes to my home..... He happily 
prefers manchuries to be made specially by me. The love of my 
mother and happi- ness in my mama’s face comes only when they get 
to munch over my manchurian’s. 
 
This is where I tried exploring varieties of manchurians that one 
could not have tried still..... 
 
Thank you my mother and my mother’s brother Babu 
mama.....without who’s grace my innovations would’nt be a 
smoothful walk.... 
 
The exploration of manchurians actually began when I had been to 
my uncle’s home during my holidays and my aunt was cribbing about 
my sister Rajeshwari who was about to get married very soon; And 
was good enough in everything but still may be mind was empty..... 
So maggie was always very special to children like me. So just to 
make something for quircky moments. I tried pulling my sister saying 
I like manchurian’s, If you are actually intellegent can you prepare 
some manchurie in a different way..!! why not maggie Manchurian 
!!! 
 
This is how twists in many places started to occur or began to 
recognize in the name of Manchurieeeee ........ among people. ???!!! 
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